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Background

 Healthcare: EU (-1 / 2%) vs. non-EU (3 / 4%)
 1 trillion US$ (USA), 400 bUS$ (China), 450 bUS$ (EU)
 MedTech 440 bUS$ (+4%) vs. Pharma 857 bUS$ (+2,5%)

 Nearly US$ 269 billion spent on research in 2012
 About 40% is from public sources

 A significant number of technologies does not make it
to the market
 Developmental uncertainties
 Technical (performance, specs etc.) and clinical (health need)

 Market uncertainties
 Does it add value compared to other technologies
 Are people willing to use the technology
 Will there be a fair reimbursement
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Technology increases healthcare cost

 The implementation of new medical technology accounts for between 38 and
65% of health care spending increases
www.aetna.com/health-reform-connection/aetnas-vision/facts-about-costs.html

 Studies summarized in WHO’s work for the Czech EU Presidency Conference on
Financial Sustainability suggest that technological development accounts for between
50 and 75% of the growth in health care costs (WHO, April 2011)

 In every industry but one, technology makes things better and cheaper. Why
is it that innovation increases the cost of healthcare? MIT technology review
www.technologyreview.com/news/518876/the-costly-paradox -of-health-care-technology/

 There is consensus among experts that technology is the most important
driver of healthcare spending increases over time.
www.forbes.com/sites/realspin/2013/04/03/whos-to-blame-for-our-rising-healthcare-costs/
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Source:
Euroscan database

N=1085 cases

14 HTA agencies

Total (%) amount of assessments per phase
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Early health technology assessment

Pietzsch & Paté-Cornell, Int. J. Techn. Assessm. Healthcare, 2008



Translational Health Economics

 How can the value of a potential new medical
technology be established to inform the initiation of a
translation process?

 How can evidence of an emerging health
technology’s value be established as early as
possible during the translation process?

 How can the translational value chain be optimized,
to overcome the multiple barriers along the way to
market access and reimbursement

 How can the value of a potential new medical
technology be established to inform the initiation of a
translation process?

 How can evidence of an emerging health
technology’s value be established as early as
possible during the translation process?

 How can the translational value chain be optimized,
to overcome the multiple barriers along the way to
market access and reimbursement

From: Rogowski, John & IJzerman: Worldbook of Health Economics, 2016



“Expert judgment”

And suddenly, you realize how often experts are

involved in our research. By asking them to value

health services, to prioritize medical technologies

and to determine risk tolerance and decision

trade-offs.
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This presentation

1. Judgment: ‘probability’ or ‘preference’ elicitation
 Choice-modeling: discrete-choice and best-worse scaling
 CRC screening: patient preferences for alternative screening
 ISPOR Taskforces: Bridges, 2011, Johnson, 2013, Hauber, 2015

 MCDA: weighing, ranking and prioritizing alternatives
 Photoacoustic imaging; prioritizing further development
 ISPOR Taskforces MCDA: www.ispor.org

 Probability elicitation: elicitation of priors to populate HE models
 Mammography for breast cancer screening and diagnostics
 Johnson et al, 2010 and Butler et al, 2015

2. Role of expert judgment in personalized healthcare
 Health systems approach: where to add value?

 Utility of diagnostic information
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Developments in nano-oncology for cancer detection

 Early detection of cancer in body fluids
 Methylated DNA (Mikeska & Craig, 2014)
 In urine (bladder cancer),  gastro-intestinal tract (GIST),

cervical cancer (HPV), and other
 Liquid biopsies for prognosis and to evaluate

probability of distant metastasis (Kidess & Jeffrey, 2013)
 Cell-free DNA fragments (cf-DNA)
 Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs)
 CTC count (>5 CTC/7,5mL) have prognostic value for

survival in BC, CRC and PC (Doyle et al, 2010)
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cervical cancer (HPV), and other
 Liquid biopsies for prognosis and to evaluate

probability of distant metastasis (Kidess & Jeffrey, 2013)
 Cell-free DNA fragments (cf-DNA)
 Circulating Tumor Cells (CTCs)
 CTC count (>5 CTC/7,5mL) have prognostic value for

survival in BC, CRC and PC (Doyle et al, 2010)
Mikeska T, Craig JM. DNA methylation biomarkers: cancer and beyond. Genes (Basel). 2014;5(3):821–64.
Kidess E, Jeffrey SS: Circulating tumor cells versus tumor-derived cell-free DNA: rivals or partners in cancer care
in the era of single-cell analysis? Genome Medicine 2013, 5:70.
Miller MC, Doyle GV, Terstappen LWMM. Significance of Circulating Tumor Cells Detected by the CellSearch
System in Patients with Metastatic Breast Colorectal and Prostate Cancer. J Oncol. 2010;2010:617421.



An application to new CRC screening technologies

Groothuis et al, BMC Med Inf & Dec Mak, 2014
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Photoacoustic imaging in breast cancer
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Hilgerink et al. Medical Devices: Evidence & Research, 2011





Early diagnosis, comparison with US and mammography
Contribution to overall priority

Performance on criterion
3 scenario’s based
on experts’ uncertainty:
- Negative
- Average
- Positive
Judgments are penalized
based on their uncertainty
(certain, moderate, uncertain)





Early Health Economic Modeling: A simple starting point
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Analytic option – Bayesian approach
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Expert elicitation to estimate uncertain priors

 Case: imaging in breast cancer
 Elicitation of TPR / TNR
 Study design
 Information on decision context
 Calibration of radiologists (N=18)
 Framing of the problem: judging tumor characteristics
 Elicitation experiment
 TPR and TNR are estimated relative to MRI performance
 Elicitation of mode and range
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Estimation of priors using expert elicitation

Johnson SR et al: Methods to elicit beliefs for Bayesian
priors: a systematic review. Journal of clinical
epidemiology. 2010 Apr;63(4):355–69.



Rating of tumor characteristics
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Figure 1 Performance and importance tumor characteristics
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Expert elicitation compared to MRI

Estimating
TPR

&
TNR

Mode
Lower

&
Upper

PERT
approach

& beta
distribution

DiseaseDiseaseDisease

Linear
opinion
pooling

Disease
Present Absent Total

Test Positive TPR FPR 357
Negative FNR TNR 243

Total 292 308 600

Disease
Present Absent Total

Test Positive 263 94 357
Negative 29 214 243

Total 292 308 600

Bluemke et al (2004), Bone et al (1996),
Gibbs et al (2004), Nunes et al (2001)

Disease
Present Absent Total

Test
Positive ? 308-? 357

Negative 292-? ? 243
Total 292 308 600



Elicited distributions

Figure 2 Probability distribution of estimations of TPR of 14 radiologists, where the probability ranges from 0
(unlikely that this will occur), to 1 (very likely that this will occur)
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Use of probability elicitation in diagnostic imaging

 Considerable heterogeneity between experts
 Some refused to participate
 Elicited PDF is consistent with overall priority as

obtained from rating tumor characteristics
 Mass margin and shape, consistent with Bi-rads
 MRI is preferred (sensitivity of 90% compared to 75%)
 Is there a role for probability elicitation?
 Behavioral approach, i.e. consensus building
 Decision heuristics, i.e. image processing algorithm
 Be more specific on case mix, e.g. specific tumor types
 If more diagnostic information comes available, update

expert judgments using clinical vignettes
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Lessons learned (1): Similarities and differences

 Distinction between “probability elicitation” and
“preference elicitation” i.e. valuing alternatives
 Sample size estimation and sampling of population
 Facilitated group session (<15) or population based survey
 Stakeholder groups vs. experts (calibration)
 Measures to avoid (behavioral) biases
 Informing about context; introduce clinical vignette
 Value tree: preferential independence
 Expected range of performance of the alternatives
 Example or seed-questions
 Validation of the results with experts
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Lessons learned (2): Similarities and differences

 Many differences between methods w/r preference
elicitation
 Direct vs. indirect estimation of preference weights
 Conjoint analysis methods (DCE, BWS) vs. MCDA

 Compositional vs. de-compositional methods
 Compensatory vs. non-compensatory
 Allowing criteria to be compensated by others

 Value functions vs. ranking alternatives
 Aggregate value function

 Guidance being developed
 ISPOR Taskforces
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Lessons learned (3): actual use of expert judgment

 Cases did not actually change R&D choices, but
strengthen the ideas and made choices more explicit
and transparent
 Most people appreciate facilitated-group discussions

for weighing alternatives, i.e. MCDA
 Decision makers seem to value opinions of experts,

but are less convinced by quantitative elicitation
methods
 Expert opinions is mentioned in pharmaco-economic

guidelines (e.g. ZINL) but there is no methodological
guidance
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2. Expert judgment in personalized healthcare
1. Issues in personalized medicine
 Limited availability of evidence of effectiveness

 The complexity of information provided by tests

 Rapid commercialization of genetic tests

 Apprehension of genomics by physicians

 Uncertainty about their clinical utility

2. Potential for expert elicitation, i.e. diagnostics
 Health systems approach: where to add value?

 Utility of additional diagnostic information

 Which combination of markers adds value

 How does it change clinical management?
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 Apprehension of genomics by physicians

 Uncertainty about their clinical utility

2. Potential for expert elicitation, i.e. diagnostics
 Health systems approach: where to add value?

 Utility of additional diagnostic information

 Which combination of markers adds value

 How does it change clinical management?
IJzerman MJ et al; Implementing Comparative Effectiveness Research in Personalized Medicine Applications in Oncology:
Current and Future Perspectives. Comparative Effectiveness Research, October;  2015.



CellSearch© (cleared by FDA)



Prognostic value of CTC counts in different tumors

Miller MC, Doyle GV, Terstappen LWMM. Significance of Circulating Tumor Cells Detected by the CellSearch
System in Patients with Metastatic Breast Colorectal and Prostate Cancer. J Oncol. 2010;2010:617421.



Molecular profiling adds complexity

Pao, Lancet 2011
Kris et al, JAMA 2014
Pao, Lancet 2011
Kris et al, JAMA 2014



Added value for the health system

963,000 /yr 12,331 /yr 656 /yr 144 /yr



Added value of CTC for staging of breast cancer

 Health economic impact of CTCs - Berghuis

Negative SLN Negative MRI

Negative MRI and
other imaging



CURRENT WORK: PROSTATE CANCER MODEL



CTC as a response marker: early switching

 Early switching benefits:
 Early discontinuation and switch to cabazitaxel results in

longer PFS and increased quality of life.
 Early discontinuation may save costs to the health system
 Early discontinuation of ineffective treatment reduces toxic

adverse-events
 1st and 2nd line therapies (case CTC-Stop trial)

 Early switching benefits:
 Early discontinuation and switch to cabazitaxel results in

longer PFS and increased quality of life.
 Early discontinuation may save costs to the health system
 Early discontinuation of ineffective treatment reduces toxic

adverse-events
 1st and 2nd line therapies (case CTC-Stop trial)
Price per cycle Docetaxel Cabazitaxel
UK £ 534 £ 3696
Netherlands € 512 (2 mL) € 4646 (1,5 mL)
Canada $ 599 (16mg/16ml) $ 5840 (60mg/ml)
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In the era of personalized healthcare, expert
judgment will increasingly add value

 Complexity of chronic diseases, such as dynamic
molecular interactions and mutations
 Evidence gaps and uncertainty in clinical data will be

more likely
 Big data presents opportunities for risk analysis and

clinical management
 Clinical decisions are based on multiple and more

detailed information sources; practice guidelines will
not be sufficient
 Patient preferences will likely become more

important for tailoring health services
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